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Fisheries an important economic asset but for who? 

 

For Pacific Island Countries such as Kiribati, fishery resources and their large 

exclusive economic zones constitute one of their most important economic assets. 

Kiribati has one of the largest economic exclusion zones an estimated 3.5 million 

square kilometers and home to healthy populations of skipjack, albacore tuna and the 

more elusive big eye tuna which is in decline globally. Fish stocks, represent a huge 

renewable resource and, if managed effectively offers a potential path towards 

development aspirations for the people of Kiribati. 

 

With commercial fishing catches estimated to be worth around 426 million dollars in 

Kiribati1 alone, the commercial fishing industry is a booming business. Revenue for 

Pacific Governments comes from the sale of fishing licenses to overseas vessels, 

development aid in exchange for 

fishing access mainly from the 

United States government and 

more recently through a number of 

joint venture deals with Asian 

fishing companies. In Kiribati and 

Tuvalu license fees account for 

over 40 per cent of GDP2. Most 

Pacific Island Countries are also 

dependant on foreign aid and remittance (money sent from migrants living overseas); 

from Australia, New Zealand and the United States which is estimated to account for 

about one third of GDP.  

 

However, income from the sale of license fees is relatively meager compared to the 

overall worth of the industry and terms of trade are grossly unequal with returns 

estimated at only 20-35 million dollars3. The sale of license fees does not limit the 

                                                 
1 FFA WCPFC Area Catch Value Estimates.  Available at: http://www.ffa.int/node/425  
2
 J Barnet and J Campbell, Climate Change and Small Island States: Power, Knowledge and the South 

Pacific, London, Earthscan, 2010. 
3Beauru of East Asian Affairs, Background Note: Kiribati, February, US Department of State: 
Diplomacy in Action 2011 Available at: http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/1836.htm  
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capacity of overseas vessels or the use of fish aggregating devices (beacon type 

devices designed to attract certain fish species) which allow the huge purse seine 

vessels to take in literally everything from the sea including by-catch such as turtles 

and other marine life. With fishing practices grossly unsustainable stocks will 

eventually go into decline. The future food and financial security is at stake for Pacific 

Island States unless action is taken. 

 

In other oceans of the world such as the Mediterranean and the Atlantic, tuna species 

have been fished to the point of decline and species after species have been fished out.  

As access to fisheries around the world has become more limited due to this lack of 

supply and other countries such as 

Australia have taken efforts to close off 

fishing grounds, access to Pacific fisheries 

has become increasingly lucrative with 

fishing fleets from Europe, Asia and the 

United States all staking a claim.   

 

 

It is very much a hot issue right now (2011) with negotiations between Papua New 

Guinea and the United States recently breaking down regarding the extension of a 

multilateral treaty allowing the United States unrestricted access to fishing waters in 

exchange for development aid and assistance.  Sylvester Pokajam director of PNG's 

National Fisheries authority states that the negotiations broke down because the US 

wasn’t reciprocating free access to its markets with the US refusing to acknowledge 

the treaty as a trade treaty: 

 

“What happened is that the treaty in its current form in fact hits our rights, our 

domestic laws, meaning any regulations or any measures or any policies that we put 

in place domestically in our eight countries - we have to seek the permission of the 

United States through the treaty. We don't like that because we want our domestic 
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laws to be superior to the treaty.” Sylvester Pokajam, Managing Director of 

PNG's National Fisheries Authority and Chairman of the Parties to the Nauru 

Agreement 4 

 

The inability of the United States to treat Small Island States fairly and negotiate fair 

terms highlights power disparity between developed and developing states. Australia 

has been in a similar position with the mining of our mineral resources. However the 

difference is that Australia sees larger return and share in the profits as opposed to the 

Pacific. Not only are governments pushing for a greater return of revenue but for more 

opportunities to have catches landed and processed locally. The majority of catches 

are currently being processed offshore meaning Pacific Island Countries miss out on a 

range of opportunities. The fishing industry, if further developed, has the potential to 

provide greater employment opportunities for both men and women in canneries, 

processing and associated industries.  

 

 

Illegal Poaching and Fishing: Out of Control 

 

Efforts by Pacific Island Countries to 

better regulate fishing practices and ensure 

compliance have been met with resistance 

from the commercial fishing industry and 

resulted in an increase in illegal fishing 

and poaching. The Forum Fisheries 

Agency estimates that in 2009 

approximately $2 billion worth of tuna 

was legally caught from within the zones 

of the 14 forum Island Countries, but estimates of the value of fish taken illegally 

from that zone start at about $400 million5.  

 

                                                 
4
 ABC Radio Australia, PNG open to talks on Tuna Treaty with US, July 2011.  Available at: 

http://www.radioaustralia.net.au/pacbeat/stories/201107/s3266881.htm  

5 McCully, M. (2011, February 16) Resilience in the Pacific Conference.  

www.national.org.nz/Article.aspx.?ArticleID=35180 
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Stamping out poaching and illegal fishing is proving to be a key challenge for 

Pacific Island Countries. Kiribati has only one police boat to monitor an area of 

millions of square kilometers meaning that Pacific countries are dependant on the 

assistance of Australia, New Zealand and the United States to conduct surveillance 

operations ensuring compliance with fishing regulations and with the training of 

fisheries officers. 

 

Other measures to prevent over fishing by commercial fleets include limiting the 

number of fishing days and imposing fines on those fishing without the required 

licenses. The Solomon Islands has recently decided to close it’s fishing grounds after 

using all it’s fishing days under the Parties to Nauru Agreement6  (The Nauru 

Agreement was a landmark agreement which set out rules for tuna fishing in the 

Pacific region) and must be applauded for it’s strong stance on this issue.   

 

Recent efforts by government to take greater control over fishery resources include a 

number of joint ventures between Asian fishing companies and the Kiribati 

government. Recently there has been an increase in the number of Kiribati 

government joint ventures with foreign fishing companies.  Kiribati previously 

established a partnership with Japanese Otshiro Fishing Company known today as the 

Kiribati and Otoshiro Fishing Company or KAO7 and in September of last year a new 

joint venture with Taijin Fishing Company, another Japanese fishing company, was 

also enacted. Papua New Guinea has also just announced a partnership with China to 

develop its fishing industry.  

 

Climate Change: Another element of uncertainty 

 

The impact of climate change compounds fisheries issues and makes over-fishing all 

the more serious. It adds another element of uncertainty for the future of Pacific States 

such as Kiribati. The impact of climate change is expected to cause declines in both 

coastal and oceanic fisheries. Climate change will also affect the frequency of 

cyclones and extreme weather events which will become more intense, increasing the 

risk to shore based facilities, fleets and processing. This means for oceanic fisheries 

                                                 
6
 Pacific Island Forum Fisheries  Agency (FFA)  http://www.ffa.int/nauru_agreement  

7Rongorongo Man Ami Tautaeka ‘Fishing Joint-Venture: On the rise in Kiribati, April 2010.’ 
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concentrations of skipjack and big eye tuna will relocate further east to Polynesia 

as sea temperatures rise. The change in sea temperatures and major ocean currents is 

also expected to affect the distribution of fish to coastal areas8.  

 

Coastal fisheries are expected to decline progressively under climate change for a 

variety of reasons. Loss of sea habitats such as coral reefs, sea grass beds and 

mangroves which support coastal fisheries is occurring due to ocean acidification and 

sea surface temperature increases.  Ocean acidification is a result of increasing in CO2 

and a decrease in pH levels. This has 

the potential to alter marine 

ecosystems by decreasing 

calcification rates of reef building 

organisms. Higher sea surface 

temperature means that corals will 

bleach more often. The loss of reefs 

which support coastal fisheries will 

consequently affect food supply. 

Coupled with population growth this 

will affect the amount of fish available per capita in the future.  

 

In Fiji for example over exploitation of marine resources combined with the effects of 

climate change has already left some traditional fishing grounds lacking in food 

supply9. Fishing is an important cultural and economic activity in islander life with 

many families still living subsistence based lifestyles with fish an important source of 

protein in the diet.  The fishing out of areas, which has occurred for a variety of 

reasons such as ignorance about the use of the environment, and the destruction of 

habitat has lead to poor nutrition. Changes in diet such as an increase in the 

purchasing of poor quality foods like noodles has led to higher rates of obesity. It is 

important to remember that this destruction of habitat can be reduced and avoided if 

                                                 
8 Secretariat of the Pacific Community, Seventh Heads of Fisheries Meeting 28 Feb-4 March Noumea, 
New Caledonia (2011). Assessing the vulnerability of fisheries and aquaculture in the tropical Pacific 

to climate change – an update. Available at: 
http://www.spc.int/fame/doc/meetings/7thHOF/HOF7_IP3.pdf 
9
 Fiji Times Online, ‘Women in fisheries’. July 15, 2010 Available at: 

http://www.fijitimes.com/story.aspx?id=147684  
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global greenhouse gas emissions are reduced and through good management of 

waterways. 

 

While there’s been a plethora of well intentioned research and scientific information 

produced by the Australia government and regional bodies on the impact of climate 

change and fisheries management what’s lacking is on-the-ground grassroots action. 

There have been a limited number of regional initiatives in adaptation including; a sea 

level monitoring network and the development of an environmental vulnerability 

index both of which have proved largely ineffective. The focus seems to be in the 

research on vulnerability which is not helpful.  As Barnett and Campbell suggest: 

 

 “People are resilient, and social systems have the ability to adapt. But climate 

change and fisheries management in Small Island developing states is often 

represented as a system of statements focusing on vulnerability of these states with 

little recognition of the people that live there or their ability to adapt.” 

 

A shift in focus away from vulnerability to empowerment practices is greatly needed 

in addressing climate change and fisheries issues. The international community needs 

to seriously cut back green house gas emissions.  

 

Conclusion 

"We know that when we protect our oceans, we’re protecting our future." President Bill 

Clinton 

 

Without fair terms of trade and a greater return from its fishery resources Kiribati is 

unable to fund important development projects, such as the building of sea walls, and 

other adaptation measures. While Pacific Island Countries are vulnerable to the 

impact of climate change and the exploitation of their resources vulnerability 

shouldn’t necessarily be the focus of discourse. The international community needs to 

focus on empowering Pacific Island countries and their ability to adapt. Assistance in 

the form of training and infrastructure development is much needed but shouldn’t be 

conditional on access to fishing rights. The Australian government in particular needs 

to show leadership on this issue and take a stronger stance, given our geographical 
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proximity to the Pacific. As President of Kiribati Anote Tong has said, it will take 

cooperation between countries to address fishery issues:  

 

We need to link with the rest [other countries] and beyond because the ocean does not 

stop where political boundaries are drawn. It's a dream, and if we all dream alike, we 

can make it so.
10 

 

The advice of scientists’ needs to be heard and immediate measures taken to greatly 

reduce the capacity of international fishing fleets and stamp out illegal poaching. 

Climate Change means the predictions on availability of fish stock and sustainable 

catch figures are uncertain, making it all the more important for commercial fishing 

fleets to adhere to catch quotas and regulations.  

 

There is a lot that consumers can do through ethical buying to put pressure on 

commercial companies to engage in sustainable fishing practices. Consumers need to 

be asking before buying seafood products in supermarkets and in restaurants what 

species is this and where and how, has it been caught.  

 

Most importantly the international community needs to seriously cut back its green 

house gas emissions. It is industrialized countries, such as Australia that have been 

responsible for the majority of emissions in the first place, yet the impacts have been 

disproportionately affecting the people of the Pacific. The Pacific is one of the last 

healthy fisheries left in the world and through international cooperation and effort it 

can be saved.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10 The Nation ‘Interview with a drowning president, Kiribati’s Anote Tong’ October 2010 
http://www.thenation.com/article/155134/interview-drowning-president-kiribatis-anote-tong  
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